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Cadets
Heat 1
Dominic Roberts started on
pole position for heat 1 with
Eric Su just behind. The
lights went out and it was a
fast start for Eric, challenging
Dominic into turn one,
however, it was Alex
Whipday who was able to
place his kart on the inside of
Eric into turn 1, getting

himself up into P2. Both Alex
and Eric got their heads
down in pursuit of Dominic
out front. Eric managed to
use the cut back effectively
on Alex on the turn 3 hairpin
to get himself up in to P2. It
was a close battle throughout
for the top 4. Eric managed
to make a move on Dominic

heading into the tunnel and
Alex was able to follow Eric
straight through as was P4
racer Daniel Sherry. Shortly
after, the chequered fell and
Eric led Alex Whipday and
Daniel Sherry across the line,
followed by pole sitter
Dominic Roberts.

on at Turns 1 and 2 as
Dominic Roberts suffers a
mechanical failure and limps
back into the pits for a kart
change, in the process he
drops to last place. In the
midfield a tasty battle was
developing between the pole
sitter and Daniel Sherry for
the final podium position. In

the dying stages, Daniel’s
persistence paid off as he
managed to make his way
through to get into the top 3.
In a reverse to heat 1, Alex
Whipday leads home Eric Su
followed by Daniel Sherry.

through the field, and
overtook Liam Yarwood for
P3. Joe Slamon and Dominic
Roberts were battling hard at
the back, however Joe was
too ambitious with a
manoeuvre and
subsequently lost ground to
Dominic. Back out front, Eric
was doing all that was

needed to maintain and then
further increase the gap to
Daniel Sherry. BLACK FLAG
for Liam Yarwood after
committing an ABC. He failed
to serve the penalty in the
sinbin and was deducted
5pts. The chequered was
waved and another for Eric
Su, followed by Daniel
Sherry and Alex Whipday.

ran slightly wide at turn 3,
allowing Eric through. Daniel
tenaciously sticks to Eric,
however spins himself out
whilst attempting an overtake
on Eric. Out front Alex and
Joe were setting the pace,
Dominic Roberts was slowly
falling down the order, having
been consumed by Liam

earlier in the race, it was
Liam who was to be
overtaken by Eric for the final
podium position. The
chequered was waved and it
was Alex who crossed the
line first, followed by Joe
Slamon and Eric Su.

Heat 2
Joe Slamon started heat 2 in
pole position. He led the
drivers away, the fast starting
duo of Alex Whipday and
Eric Su managing to dispose
of Liam Yarwood in the first
lap as well as a Joe, the pair
of them again setting Joe up
through the tunnel section of
the circuit. The yellows came

Heat 3
Heat 3 was led away by
Daniel Sherry. Another
electric start by Eric sees him
claim the lead of the race by
turn 2 of the first lap! The
battle between P3 to P6 was
very close, led by Liam
Yarwood. At the back, Alex
Whipday was slowly but
surely making his way

Heat 4
Alex Whipday started the
final heat in P1 from Joe
Slamon and Dominic
Roberts. Lights go out and
Eric Su managed to gain two
positions within the first two
corners. Daniel Sherry also
took advantage of his good
start, managing to get just in
front of Eric, however Daniel
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The Final
After a string of wins between them, Eric Su and Alex Whipday locked out the front row,
followed by Daniel Sherry, Joe Slamon, Dominic Roberts and Liam Yarwood
The lights go out, Eric Su got a good start along Alex Whipday, instantly the pair of them
stamping their dominance on the field. A slow reacting Dominic Roberts got swamped at the
start.
Daniel Sherry briefly managed to pass Joe Slamon, however Joe stuck to Daniel’s bumper
and repaid the favor heading into the tunnel. This battle wasn’t to conclude just yet, Daniel
was holding his own and trying his hardest to get the position back from Joe.
Out front, the gap between Eric and Alex was slowly being increased lap by lap, Alex
seemingly unable to respond to Eric’s pace.
An interesting sight on the track followed as the field split into three groups of 2 kart battles.
Continuing with the battle between Joe and Daniel, despite him trying his hardest, Daniel had
a small lapse in concentration, missing his braking point and taking out Joe Slamon ahead. A
BLACK FLAG was issued followed by a 5 second stop-go penalty in the sinbin.
Towards the latter stages of the race, the yellows were out, as Daniel Sherry spun at turn 1,
unfortunately ending his race long battle with Dominic Roberts.
Eric Su won from Alex Whipday and Joe Slamon.

